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Objectives
This work presents exemplar applications developed with
GIMIAS [1] (Graphical Interface for Medical Imaging Analysis and
Simulation), to show the suitability of the framework to develop
applications that implements clinical workflows based on imaging
and modeling techniques in the VPH frame.

Exemplar prototypes

morphological and functional quantification of the myocardium
and can be extended in order to record new parameters and
find correlations between them. The prototype is under
evaluation from clinicians of the Cardiac Imaging Service of
Torax Institute at the Hospital Clinic in Barcelona.

FocusDet and QuantiDopa

Clinical oriented workflows have been designed and are under
development using GIMIAS. Prototypes have been created by
developers of GIMIAS and project partners and shows
innovative and state of the art research that can be evaluated by
clinical researchers. In brief, we present the outstanding GIMIAS
based prototypes developed so far.

AngioLab
FocusDET : A software tool to locate epileptogenic foci in
intractable partial epilepsy. QuantiDopa for the quantification
of dopaminergic neurotransmission SPECT studies. Clinical
studies started with this applications at Hospital Clinic of
Barcelona.

CRT Planning platform
AngioLab: A knowledge-based suite for aneurysm risk
assessment and treatment planning: Specific modules for imagebased quantification and treatment planning representing the
future trends in intra-cranial aneurysm management have been
integrated. This tool was presented, during the 2nd ESMINT
Teaching course in 2009 [2], to a group of neurosurgeons to
evaluate the applicability of these innovative methods in a clinical
routine.

CardioLab

Patient specific modeling tools for the Cardiac
Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) planning platform: The
tool is under development in euHeart project (EC FP7) to build
an automatic pipeline [3] for the creation of patient specific
models. The tool integrates algorithms for heart segmentation,
vascular segmentation, analysis of myocardial motion and
biophysical model creation from multidisciplinary teams.

Conclusions

CardioLab: A multimodal software suite to characterize and
quantify myocardial pathologies: This software allows performing
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We presented a brief description of GIMIAS prototypes based on the
framework. This examples shows that GIMIAS can be used to build
prototypes for research technology in different fields such as
cerebrovascular, cardiovascular and neuroimaging. More information
about GIMIAS can be found at www.gimias.org
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